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By Victor Rodriguez Nunez

Arc Publications, United Kingdom, 2008. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 220 x 142 mm. Language:
English,Spanish . Brand New Book. Victor Rodriguez Nunez is one of today s most outstanding
Cuban writers, although he has lived and worked outside of the island for nearly two decades, first
in Nicaragua and Colombia and, since 1995, in the USA. The present collection, based on his
selected poems With a Strange Scent of World: First Anthology, 1978-1998 (Havana, 2004), offers a
representative sample, as well as a rewriting, of his early poetic work, full of vivid images from the
poet s youth and of both rural and urban Cuba.In an interview, Nunez described his search for a
poetry that is.participatory yet not political.communicative yet not explicit.dialogic yet not
conversational, Cuban yet not essentially nationalist. and in her introduction to this volume,
Katherine Hedeen provides us with background detail that helps to set the poet s work in context.
In this first of Nunez s books to appear in English (in Katherine Hedeen s skilful translation), we see
poems that are at once committed and experimental, where every limit is challenged, and where
emotion and lucidity come together.
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this created e ebook. Its been
printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Arianna Witting-- Arianna Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Crystel Hagenes-- Crystel Hagenes
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